


  
  

 


  
 

  
  

 
   


 

  
  

   
   








OIL CONSERVATION TO 
HEALTHY AND BETTER

ENVIRONMENT
Oil is the one of the important 

natural resource on earth. Oil is found 
in the deep seas and beneath the 
land. As it is a renewable energy, it 

takes millions of years to form.

Auto mobile vehicles are works
 through fuel which is extracted

from oil. We should conserve oil to get
rid of problems in future, 



Our prime responsibility or duty to conserve them 
for tomorrow's our future generation. Environment 
and life on Earth will be better when oil is conserved 
with care. We can use oil in many ways. As such, oil is 

from oil and fuels such as petrol and diesel are
extracted from oil. Oil is also used as a lubricant in 
machinery.

Oil spills in the sea during transport cause water

endangered ones like sea turtles and humpback 
whales. Petroleum products such as petrol and 
diesel are used to run vehicles. It causes air pollution 
as gases like carbon dioxide are expelled.



HOW TO CONSERVE 
THE USE OF FOSSILS
* Solar power can be used in automoblies.
*Prefer public transport rather than using
automoblies.
*For nearby places use bicycles.
*Walking is also the best option for covering short
distance.
*Obey the rules implemented for conservation of fuels.
*Oil conservation week is also celebrated to let
people know the importance of petrol and diesel.
Save fuel for better environment and better
future.Because when man’s need converts into
men’s greed then destruction cannot be
prevented....
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Nature is everywhere you go
Everything that lives and
         Is nature
          Animals
         Big and small
Nature is plants that grows so tall
Nature is beautiful in everything
Nature is wonderful in every way
It is existing for us
And need our care
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Nature is
everywhere



    



